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Overview 

This paper will address areas where relativistic 
heavy ion accelerators differ from proton 
facilities. Salient areas are: 11 the specialized 
injectors for heavy ions; ion sources, structures for 
very low charge-to-mass ratio (q/Al ions, and 
stripper optimization; 2) special requirements for 
the synchrotron ring; ultrahigh vacuum, flexible 
controls and instrumentation. These areas are 
discussed in the context of the Bevalac, as well as 
our idea for a next-generation relativistic heavy ion 
accelerator. 

Introduction 

The emergence of relativistic heavy ion physics 
as an exciting and promisinq new area of research has 
led to a good deal of study into the factors that go 
into designing accelerators for such ions. Questions 
being asked include: 1) in what areas do heavy ion 
accelerators differ from the more conventional proton 
machines; and 2) can retrofitting programs easily 
convert existing proton machines into universal ion 
accelerators? From our experience with the Bevalac 
we can isolate two general areas of importance for 
relativistic heavy ion accelerators. 

First, injector requirements are much more 
severe. Ion sources are very complex; they must 
handle source material in different physical forms 
and must be optimized for high intensity high charge 
state beams. Charge-to-mass ratios for the heaviest 
ions are low, requiring higher gradients or longer 
accelerating structures; intensity requirements are 
greater because of losses in the various stripping 
stages; and the energy of injection into the 
synchrotron is driven not only by ring constraints, 
but by the desire to strip to the highest possible 
charge state for maximum final energy. 

Fig. 1. Aerial view of the 3evalac. A transfer line 
runs down the hill, connecting the SuperHILAC and the 
Devatron. 
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Second, the synchrotron must be versatile enough 
to adapt to the widely varying conditions of the full 
spectrum of ions, energies and intensities 
requested. Some specific considerations along these 
lines are: an ultrahigh vacuum to accelerate ions 
that cannot be fully stripped at the injection 
energy; a flexible inflection system to handle widely 
differing q/A values; beam diagnostic instrumentation 
with sensitivities covering nearly (at least six1 
orders of magnitude; external beam lines with 
continuous vacuum paths from ring to target; and a 
sophisticated control system to handle the wide range 
of operating conditions routinely encountered. 

In what follows, we will explore these ideas, in 
the context of our operating exnerience with the 
3evalac and its recent uranium-beam upgrade program. 

The Sevalac - ore 1932 

Figure 1 shows the qevalac, consisting of the 
SuperHILAC serving as the injector, connected by a 
transfer 1 ine to the Bevatron. The FuperYILAC has 
undergone many modifications in its twenty-five-year 
history of valuable service to the nuclear science 
community. Its configuration prior to the last 
upgrade is summarized in Figure 2. With its two 
injectors ADA'1 and EVE producing beams of high 
intensity through mass 150, and with a final energy 
of 3.5 lleV/amu, the SuperHILAC is well-suited for its 
use as the Sevalac injector. 

Figure2 - SuperHILACParameterr 

ADAM- 2.5MV Pre-Stripper Post-Stripper 
Dvnamitron 70 MHz Alvarez 70 MHz Alvarez 
-I 

A340 q/A > ,046 

b 
I A4 Stripper 1 Stripper 2 

40 40 ugicmz carbon 400 ugicmzcarbon 
EVE - 750 kV 

Cockcroft-Walton 

Pre-Stripper injection Energy 113 keV/amu 
Post-Stripperlnjectloo Energy 7.2 MeVIamu 
Post-Stripper Maximun Energy 8.5 MeVlamu 

The transfer line between the SunerHILAC and the 
Bevatron was built in 1973. It covers a distance of 
250 meters, inclu4ing a 45 meter vertical drop, the 
elevation difference between these two hillside 
machines. 

The qevatron is a weak focusing synchrotron, 
built in 1954 as a showpiece for high energy physics, 
and boasting what was then a world-record 6.2 GeV as 
its maximum energy. Through constant upgrading and 
innovations it has remained as a forefront research 
tool; its conversion to the Revalac is in keeping 
with this tradition. Basic parameters for the 
Bevatron are given in Table I. 

Capabilities of the combined facility as it 
existed prior to 1932 are given in Figure 3a. In the 
years since its commissioning as the Sevalac, it has 
become a unique facility with multi-national proqrams 
in nuclear physics, astrophysics, atomic physics and 
biomedicine, the latter including a significant 
program of cancer radiotherapy with heavy ions. 
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Table I - Bevatron Parameters 

Ring diameter [ml 15 
“Lattice” Weak focusing, n = 0.6 
Maximum field [T] 1.26 
Injection field [T] 0.02 to 0.15 
Frequency swing > 1 O/l (2.5 MHz max.) 

(1 st harmonic acceleration) 
Maximum rigidity [Tm] 19.2 
Power source 2 1 OO-MW motor generators 
Total stored energy [MJ] >650 (flywheels) 

The Uranium Beams Upgrade Project 

A study of how to extend the capabilities of the 
Bevalac to the range shown in Figure 3b was 
undertaken in 1975. Under the direction of Hennann 
Grunder, this study isolated two primary needs: an 
ion source and injector for high intensity very heavy 
ions at the SuperHILAC and an improved vacuum at the 
Bevatron. 

Funding was provided in 1979, and parallel 
construction efforts began. The new injector, named 
ABEL, was completed in the spring of 1981, with the 
first beam delivered to an experiment in ,June 1981. 
The 3evatron vacuum liner project required two 
&month shutdown periods, the first in July 1980 for 
preparation of the Bevatron to accept the liner, the 
second a year later, for the actual installation. 
First pumpdown took place in December 1981; first 
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Fig. 3. Ion and beam intensity capabilities of the 
Bevalac; a) prior to the U-Beams Project and 
b) after the upgrade. SuperHILAC intensities (on the 
left side of the figure) are in particles-per-second, 
Beval ac numbers are in particles-per-pulse. 
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Fig. 4. Plan view of the new ASEL in.jector at the 
SuperHILAC. 

beam was accelerated in February 1982. liranium was 
successfully accelerated in qlay,l with the full 
energy and intensity goals being met by February 1983. 

In the following sections an abbreviated 
description of the two projects will be qiven; the 
reader is referred to our Final Reoort2 for 
additional technical details. 

Third Injector3 

The Third Injector Project team, headed by T. 
Elioff, included J. Staples and F. Selph, physics; R. 
Yourd, mechanical engineering, and Ii. Lancaster 
electrical engineering. The injector layout selected 
is shown in Figure 4; it consists of a high voltage 
platform, a Widerije linac and a vapor stripper, all 
combining to deliver a beam of the required energy 
(113 keV/amu) and q/A (>.046) at the ore-stripper 
entrance. 

Ions are produced in a dual-headed PIG source 
developed by 0. Gavin.4 This source 
particle-milliampere beams of U5+ 

delivers 
ions; equally 

intense beams of other ions, metallic or gaseous, are 
also available. The dual-head feature allows one 
source-head change without breaking vacuum, an 
excellent aid for efficient running. The low-energy 
transport line takes the 15.8 keV/amu beam from the 
750 kV Cockcroft-Walton5 to the Wideroe6. The 
90° magnet in this line has adequate analyzing 
power to separate isotopes, avoiding the need for 
expensive isotopically enriched source materials. 
The beam is next accelerated in the Widerije linac to 
the SuperHILAC injection energy of 113 keV/amu. This 

'linac is a v-3~ structure (the longer drift tubes 
containing focusing quadrupoles), and operates at 
23.4 MHz, one-third of the SuperHILAC frequency. The 
beam is then passed through a fluorocarbon vapor 
stripper7 that brings the charge state to an 
acceptable q/A For pre-stripper acceptance. 

A sophisticated distributed microprocessor-based 
control system was designed to handle all aspects of 
the injector operations,8 from operator consoles to 
parameter control and beam diagnostic 
instrumentation. Using a large number (25) of 16-bit 
processor boards in a star network, this system 
provides excellent computing bandwidth, which 
translates to very good response time and very 
complete information to the operator. 

Bevatron Vacuum Linergplo 

The primary limitation on the mass-range shown in 
Figure 3a was imposed by the relatively poor (lo-7 
Torr) vacuum achievable in the Revatron. 
Vacuum-related beam loss arises from charge-changing 
collisions between ions and residual qas atoms. At 
high velocities, electron loss predominates over 
electron pickup, so beam survival is substantially 
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enhanced by the acceleration of fully stripped ions. 
The enerov needed to completely strip an ion is 
strongly -"dependent on its atomic number; at the 
SuperHILAC energy of 8.5 MeV/amu light ions are 
easily stripped, but @'Fe is the practical upper 
limit: only 3% of an iron beam is fully stripped at 
this energy. To obtain higher mass beams in the 
Bevatron either the injection energy must be 
increased (to fully strip heavier ions) or the vacuum 
in the ring must be improved (to allow acceleration 
of partially stripped ions). The first alternative 
is not practical for the heaviest ions; recent 
experiments with our newly available uranium beams 
have shown that even at 1 GeV/amu only 80 to 90% of 
the uranium ions are fully stripped (in a tantalum 
foil). At 400 MeV/amu this figure drops to 40%. 

Therefore, one must ascertain what vacuum is 
necessary for survival of partially stripped ions. 
An extensive set of cross section measurementsll at 
the SuperHILAC has generated the data shown in Figure 
5, from which we see that pressures in the lo-lo 
Torr range would guarantee survival of any mass beam 
in any reasonable charge state during the few seconds 
of the Bevatron acceleration cycle. 

Achieving this pressure inside the Bevatron 
presented no small problems to the design team headed 
by T. Elioff, R. Avery and J. Meneghetti. The size 
and construction of the main Bevatron vacuum chamber 
precluded its conversion to an ultrahigh vacuum 
system. However, there was adequate space for the 
installation of a vacuum liner, a completely separate 
vacuum system inside the main vacuum enclosure. The 
final design is shown in Figure 6, and incorporates 
numerous innovative ideas. The liner consists of 
three nested fiberglass boxes, separated by layers of 
superinsulation and cryogenically cooled (inner box 
at 12OK, middle at 77oK, outer at room 
temperature). The two inner boxes use copper-clad 
Nema G-10 sheets with narrow stripes etched across 
the boards perpendicular to the beam direction. 
These stripes reduce eddy currents while still 
providing heat conduction from the cooling tubes 
attached at the corners. Activated charcoal panels 
on the inner radius edge provide additional pumping 
for hydrogen and helium. The original Bevatron 
vacuum system is maintained as a guard vacuum and to 
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Fig. 5. Vacuum requirements for beam survival in the 
Bevatron. Most stringent requirements are for ions 
not stripped at the SuperHILAC exit. 

eliminate atmospheric structural stresses on the 
fiberglass assemblies. 

The nested-box assemblies were installed 
throughout the Revatron, exceot for the straight 
sections where the QF system, inflection system and 
plunging extraction magnets were located. LN-cooled 
boxes were installed in these areas, and enclosed 
paraphernalia were either LN-cooled or specially 
canned to minimize nas loads. 

Cooldown from room temperature takes about four 
davs. Four CT1 1400 refriserators are used for this 
cobldown but only one, - runninq at half speed, is 
needed to keep the system cold (confirming the 
engineering heat-load calculations). 

Commissioninq Experience 

80th components of the U-Seams project have come 
on line very rapidly, and have performed to 
specifications. Outstanding ion source and control 
system performance, and excellent reliability have 
high1 i ghted ASEL performance. The new 9evatron 
vacuum liner has been cycled several times now, and 
has proven to be efficient, reliable, easily 
maintainable, and very forgivinq of pressure bursts 
and power outages. 

Determination of the averaqe pressure around the 
machine circumference has been performel with a 
beam-survival measurement. A carbon-4+ beam was 
injected into the Sevatron at 5 YeV/amu, accelerated 
to 7.2 YeV/amu, and then coasted at this energy. The 
C4+ charge-changing cross sections were measured 
for this enerqy at the SuperHILAC, so the beam 
survival time gives an upper-limit measure (because 
other loss mechanisms can contribute) of the ambient 
pressure. Measured survival times of approximately 1 
second translated to average pressures of about 5 x 
lo-10 Torr, includinq the effects of the much 
higher oressure (P = 1-2~10~~ Torr) in the straight 
sections. 

An analvsis of the uranium heam intensity through 
the various components of the Sevalac is given in 
Table II. The maior losses occur as a result of 
stripping, because-the single incident charge state 
is diluted into many final states. 

Everyday Living with Heavy Ion Beams 

The development of new heavy ion beam 
capabilities at the Bevalac has proceeded in an 
orderly fashion. We have accelerated the whole range 
of ions, from protons to uranium, achieving the 
design intensity goal for uranium just this past 
month. Exciting experiments have been performed with 
these new beams; the first nuclear collisions with 1 
GeV/amu uranium ions, observed in nuclear emulsions, 
are being eagerly analyzed by groups around the 
world: and the most interesting uranium-stripping 
measurements mentioned earlier are providing valuable 

Fig. 5. Cross section of the new vacuum liner 
installed in the Sevatron. This cryogenically-cooled 
fiberglass assembly brings the average pressure in 
the beam path down to the low-lo-10 Torr range. 
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and phase are all that are needed to bring the beam 
to the Bevalac experimenter's target. This technique 
has been used successfully now for tuning xenon 
(20Ne7+), qoll (%n17+) and uranium beams. 

Poor multiplicity and scheduling incompatibilities. 
From the standpoint nf efficient machine utilization, 
the very flexibility of a heavy ion facility is also 
its curse. Ordinary beam-sharing techniques to 
increase user multiplicity, such as septum splitting 
and sequential tarqet placement, will be useful only 
if users can be found who can use the same ion at the 
same energy. Cur experience is that this rarely 
happens. Septum splitting is unpopular with 
experimenters dnyway , since heavy ions produce 
substantial contamination in the form of nuclear 
reaction fragments from the septum. These 
contaminants are extremely difficult to remove, thus 
resultinq in a substantial degradation in beam 
quality. 

The Bevalac program has another difficulty as 
well, namely the necessity to integrate the nuclear 
science proqram with a very active radiotheraoy 
program. The need for daytime fractions for as many 
as 20 oatients oer day and for four treatment days 
per week releqates nuclear science experiments to 
late-nights and weekend running oeriods. 

The solution to both of these problems lies in 
improved flexibility of accelerator control and beam 
switchinq capabilities. Increased on-tarqet hours 

Table II - Uranium Beam Intensity Analysis 

Transmission Peak 
Factor Current 

Source 
Column, low-energy transport 
Wideroe 
Medium energy transport 
Stripping 5+ to12 + 
Pre-stripper 
Stripping 12 + to 38 + 
Post-stripper 
Stripping 38 + to 68 + 
Transfer line 
Bevatron capture/acceleration 
Extraction 

-35 
.5 

::5 
.5 
.15 
.5 
.14 
.5 

1 xl OSlp uA 
.5 

1 pmA 
750 puA 
375 ppA 
300 puA 

ISppA 
7.5 r>uA 
1.1 p;A 

570 pnA 
a0 pnA 
40 pnA 

4xlOeppp 
2x106 ppp 

data for designs of new relativistic heavy ion 
accelerators. 

As rapidly as the new beams have been developed, 
the demand for them has increased, so that now over 
70% of our nuclear science program is run with,beams 
of iron or heavier. We have met a sufficient number 
of the ion and intensity design specifications to 
confidently say that Figure 3b is an accurate 
representation of the beams available from the 
Bevalac. In this figure we observe that the highest 
energies are achieved by stripping at the SuperHILAC 
exit. However much higher Bevalac intensities are 
available (typi'cally 7-10 times higher) if the beam 
is not stripped, albeit at a lower maximum energy. 
Thus, an energy-intensity tradeoff is possible, 
depending on experimental needs. 

Although our operational experience has been very 
popsitive, we have encountered several problem areas 
that are unique to heavy ions. Discussion of these 
areas may be of value in illustrating how running a 
heavy-ion facility differs from running a proton or 
electron accelerator. 

Tuning difficulty. Stripping heavy ions distributes 
the beam into many charge states, with magnetic 
rigidity differences scaling as A(q/A). This problem 
is most severe for the heaviest ions. As an example, 
in the transfer line four uranium charge states crowd 
into almost the same spatial separation as that 
between two iron charge states. In addition, if 
there is energy spread in the beam greater than 0.5%, 
different uranium charge states will overlap in a 
magnetic analysis system. Even identifying Hhich 
charge state is .being tuned--necessary for (using the 

'correct RF curve in the Bevatron--is difficult if the 
absolute energy value is uncertain. 

Two solutions are available: direct energy and 
charge-state measurements using specialized 
instrumentation, or clever tuning techniques. While 
we are working on the former (by installing 
high-resolution profile monitors for charge state 
analysis and a long-baseline time-of-flight system 
for energy measurements) we have meanwhile 
successfully Iused a tracer technique for tuning our 
heaviest beams. This method consists of using a 
lishter ion in a charqe state selected to match the 
q/A of the heavier-beam. 

238b68+ to 
For example, 56Fe16+ 

matches better than 0.25%. The 
transfer line, inflection, Bevatron ring, extraction 
and external beam line are all tuned with the tracer 
ion, which is pure and of good intensity. Then, the 
primary beam is presented at the top of the transfer 
line: it will be transmitted if a good match to the 
rigidity of the tracer is made. So the entire tuning 
problem is reduced to a single variable, and slight 
adjustments in the final post-stripper tank gradient 

can best he achieved by reductions in tuninq time, 
and bv the abilitv to raoidlv switch the machine 
configuration for - different experimental require- 
ments. For example, the treatment of a radiotherapy 
patient requires only about one to two Iminutes of 
beam time, but the setup of the next patient can take 
a half hour or more. During this time, of course, 
the beam can he used elsewhere. We have been using 
'fast-switchinq" techniques for several years now, 
switching beam lines and beam energies hetween two 
users in less than one minute. During a normal 
therapy lay as many as 30 to 40 switches are 
performed, making about 70 to 8% of the time 
available to the non-therapy user. 

To make this technique most tlseful, we must also 
switch ions 'quickly. This will provide complete 
independence of the two users, and in fact will 
permit the nuclear science program to go hack to the 
more desirable operating schedule of long blocks of 
running time. Such ion switching is most efficiently 
performed with two injectors, each tuned with a 
different ion, ready to be switched at the Bevatron 
inflection ooint. To this end, we are presently 
(upgrading our Bevatron local injector from its 
present mass limit of carbon to the heaviest ion 
requested by the radiotherapy proqram, namely argon. 
To accomplish this ue are building a heavy ion 
?FQ1*-15, and will be addinq a new source olatform 
and rehuildinq the front end of the XQ YYz Alvarez 
linac tank. When comnleted in early 1984. this 
injector will provide all of the required -radio- 
therapy beams, allowing the transfer line to he 
dedicated to the heavier beams of interest to the 
nuclear science program. 

This rapid s4itchi ng effort represents the 
closest *e can come to a full interleaving of two 
research orograms ,4ithout unacceptably constraining 
the operating conditions for either. For further 
increases in flexibility of operation, as well as for 
satisfying desires for higher enerqies antI higher 
intensities, thoughts have turned towarts designing a 
new nlac hine. This accelerator, callel the Tevalac, 
is based upon our solid base of experience with the 
Bevslac, and although built mostly from new hardware 
and modern technology, represents onlv 3 modest 
extrapolation from our current operatinq ohilosoohy. 
A description of our present concept is given helow. 
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The Next Step - the Tevalac 

As presently envisioned, the Tevalac will consist 
of two rings, of 6 Tesla superconducting magnets 
located one above the other in a tunnel that 
surrounds the present Bevatron site.16 It will be 
injected by an upgraded SuperHILAC, and will use much 
of the present Bevalac experimental areas and 
physical plant facilities. 

Hiaher intensitv beams will be achieved by 
d 

various incremental- changes in the SuperHILAC 
performance, such as the installation of a 
high-current source. A very promising metal-vapor 
arc source is presently being investigated; possible 
gains of a factor of 10 in beam current are hoped 
for. Other olanned chanqes include the elimination 
of two of the stripping- stages by 

115+ 
rebuilding the 

pre-stripper to accelerate beams to 1.2 
MeV/amu, and injecting the main rings with beams that 
are not stripped again at the SuperHILAC exit. Each 
of these will greatly boost beam currents. There is 
a good match between upgraded injector performance 
and the ring space-charge limit, resultin 

3 
in a net 

intensity increase of about 102 to 10 over the 
present Bevalac. 

The dual-ring concept plays a crucial role in 
achieving the design goals of energy and 
flexibility. The demonstrated need to reach energies 
of at least 1 GeV/amu to guarantee the complete 
stripping of uranium ions argues strongly for using 
the main ring for accelerating the beam both before 
and after stripping. (A small booster ring to bring 
the low-charqe-state beam to the 1 GeVlamu stripping 
energy ends ;p being as large as the main ring.) The 
orocedure would be as follows; llnstri pped (U38+) 
ions are injected to Rl, accelerated to 1 ‘GeV/amu and 
transferred with stripping into the stretcher/holder 
ring R2. After Rl has been reset to the proper 
field, the Ug2+ beam is reinjected into Rl and 
further accelerated to the maximum 10 GeV/amu final 
energy. 

The stretcher ring also plays an important role 
in guaranteeing higher user multiplicity . A single 
pulse of one ion injected into R2 can be slowly 
extracted for an experiment while Rl is accelerating 
a different ion for another experiment. These are 
but two of the operating modes possible with this 
highly flexible concept; others are detailed in our 
preliminary Tevalac proposal. 

The basic machine parameters are summarized in 
Table III; as can be seen, all components of this 
accelerator are within the state of the art. Magnets 
similar to those needed have been constructed at LRL, 
have achieved the desired ramp-rate, and have reached 
almost 9 Tesla (at 1.8OK). Furthermore, much of 
the research experience and experimental technology 
developed at the Bevalac are directly transferable to 
the new accelerator, so that new physics regimes can 

Table III - TevaIacParameters 
Rl R2 

AcceEator Stretcher/ 
Holder 

Peak Field, Bmax [Tl 6 6 
RamD Rate. B IT/s1 1 <-cl 
Rigidity Bd [Tm] - 94 47 
Circumference [m] 460 460 
Energy,E,,,(Uqz+) [GeViamu] 10 4.6 
Beam emittance 

Space Charge Limit (I!bky’ 
at injection TV, E 60,30 

3.3xlO~O 
Ring Pressure [Torr] 1x10-11 

be explored productively as snon as the machine comes 
on line. 

Chief among the phenomena to he searched for will 
be quark deconfinement. as the nuclear temoeratures 
and densities achievable in the collision of'two very 
heavy ions at Tevalac energies are predicted to he at 
or above the threshold for the formation of a 
quark-gluon plasma. In fact, the environment present 
in these collisions may be close to the conditions 
present at the beginning of the Universe, thus 
potentially creating a new research field for our new 
heavy ion accelerator... experimental cosmology! 
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